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Learn How to “Hear” What Your Horse Is Really Saying...
...and “Talk Back” in a Language He Can Finally Understand!

HORSE SPEAK is not a training method or 
a technique to make you ride better. It is a 
practical system for “listening” and “talking” to
horses in their language instead of expecting 
them to comprehend ours. Horse Speak can 
be used by any individual who works with 
horses, whether riding instructor, colt starter, 
recreational rider, or avid competitor. It 
promises improved understanding of what a
horse is telling you, as well as providing simple 
replies you can use to tell him that you “hear” 
him, you “get it,” and you have ideas you want
to share with him, too.

The result? Time with your horse will be full 
of what horse trainer and equine-assisted 
learning instructor Sharon Wilsie of Wilsie 
Way Horsemanship calls Conversations, and 
soon the all-too-common misunderstandings 
that occur between horse and human will 
evolve into civil discussions with positive and
progressive results!

With this book, you can learn Horse Speak in 12 
easy steps. Wilsie explains her understanding
of equine communication via breath and body
language before progressing to the Four Gs 
of Horse Speak: Greeting, Going Somewhere,
Grooming, and Gone. A number of exercises
provide practice for regulating your intensity, 
helping you begin to manage what’s going on
inside your body, as well as outside.

In addition, get ready to sample dozens of 
ready-made Conversations with your horse, 
as step-by-step templates and instructional 
color photographs walk you through the eye-
opening process of communicating on a whole 
new level.

$27.95

ISBN: 978-1-57076-754-8
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$27.95 USD

Every movement of the horse—each twitch 
of the skin, flare of the nostril, flicker of the 
eyelid, swish of the tail—is a gesture laden with 

meaning. For the most part, we miss, disregard, or 
misinterpret these signals, which inevitably lead to 
confusion on the horse’s part and frustration on ours. 
But all this can change now: Horse Speak breaks down 
the subtle physical language of the horse into its most 
basic elements, providing visual markers we can finally 

begin to truly understand.

Even better, Horse Speak 
gives us simple ways 
to breathe, stand, and 

point that model after horse-
to-horse communication, making this the first 
book to ever really show us how to “talk” to 
horses in their language of the body instead of 
our language of words and ropes. 

“The best way to clearly communicate with
horses is with planned, deliberate gestures.”

“Horses communicate with us all the 
time, in ways so subtle we don’t notice.”
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The Four Gs of Horse Speak are: Greeting, Going Somewhere, Grooming, and Gone. 

■   Greeting is how one horse meets another horse or human, or other animal for 

that matter (see p. 52).

■   Going Somewhere (see p. 57) entails movement: a horse or human moving 

another, a horse or human being moved by another, or a horse moving together 

with another. This movement can be minor (yielding the head from your Bubble of 

Personal Space) or major (changing locations in the arena or pasture). 

■   Grooming (see p. 91) is a mutual invitation for touch. A willingness to Groom or be 

Groomed on the withers or crest or other places (with the lips or teeth between 

horses and with our hands and fingers when we’re involved) indicates an intimate 

connection.

■   Gone (see p. 129) is the horse’s way of saying, “I’m finished 

with this,” or flat out, “No!” It is a period at the end of a sen-

tence; a break in Conversation. It is an important element that 

you both need to be able to recognize and to use when talking 

to your horse in Horse Speak.

In this chapter, we’ll learn about the first G: Greeting.

STEP 3

The Four Gs
of Horse Speak and the
Greeting Ritual

Keys to 
Horse Speak: 
Step 3
Processes of Three (p. 52) 
Knuckle Touches (p. 52)
Copycat (p. 52)
Greeting Ritual (p. 53)
Rock the Baby (p. 55)
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52   |   Horse Speak        

GREETING

Humans greet each other with a formal handshake the first time they meet, and 

horses have a similar system. The Greeting Ritual is the basic platform I have cre-

ated to teach humans how Conversations with horses can exist.  

The Greeting Ritual consists of three separate moments in which horses that 

are meeting touch noses on the Greeting Button (see p. 36). The speed at which 

they may perform these three touches varies from lightning-fast to very slow. The 

reason for three official touches is simple: there is much to say in a first, formal 

greeting, and it takes two subsequent touches to sort it all out. Plus, I find that 

horses learn about the world around them in processes of three or more.

First Touch: Formal Greeting, “Hello,” and Copycat
A horse’s pecking order is different from a dog’s, for example, because horses are 

concerned with how to run and move together in case of emergency. In a horse’s 

world, any moment could bring danger, and the more alpha a horse is in pecking 

order, the more responsible that horse is for fending off attackers. In dog psychology, 

the alpha dog calls the shots, but in horse psychology, to lead is to be responsible for 

the welfare of those that are weaker. The only difference in horse social order occurs 

between stallions. A herd is typically made up of grandmothers, aunts, mothers, and 

daughters. There is one dominant stallion, and he not only guards his ladies from 

other rogue stallions, but from mountain lions, wolves, and bears. Stallions that have 

no mares band together in bachelor herds, and although they can enjoy some rowdy 

play, they tend to develop strong emotional bonds with each other and follow the 

same herd dynamics as any other herd. 

Domestic horses are bought and sold 

and moved from barn to barn, and have to 

deal with new herd members often. Some-

times they are not turned out directly with 

other horses and can only socialize over a 

fence, if at all. But the formal Greeting Ritual 

remains essential for horses who are just 

meeting each other to be able to sort out 

who will tell who what to do. 

The First Touch is much like a formal 

human handshake (fig. 3.1). It is the “Hello” 

followed by an immediate question: “Where 

3.1  The First 
Touch in the 
Greeting Ritual: 
“Hello!” and 
“What’s your 
status?”
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3step

are you in the pecking order?” Horses size each other up and assess very quickly as 

much as they can about each other’s herd status. There is much more to it than just 

calling one “Alpha,” because a healthy herd has many diverse roles that get played 

out: the “Peacemaker,” the “Bully,” the “Sentry,” and the “Joker,” to name a few. 

Immediately after the first nose touch, one horse will make a move in one 

direction or the other, which can be as subtle as a shift of the head position. The 

question is: “If I want to go that way, will you follow?” I call this Copycat, because in 

a friendly exchange, one horse will Copycat the other’s movement to indicate, “Yes, 

I will follow you.” 

Second Touch: Getting to Know You and Copycat
After the delicate first encounter, there will be a second nose touch, usually with  

a deep inhale. This touch is a getting-to-know-you breath and will usually be 

accompanied by another Copycat gesture to confirm the leader/follower roles.  

This step can be performed slowly or very quickly depending on the personalities  

of the horses. 

Third Touch: What’s Next? 
Now the third and final nose touch can occur. This touch is the lead to other avenues 

of contact or the opportunity for the horses to break contact and go their separate 

ways. The Third Touch is important and in a superfast greeting ritual—such as may 

be likely to occur between two highly charged horses—this final straw can erupt into 

squealing, striking, or other displays of contest or play. However, in relaxed horses 

this touch leads to the other Gs: Going Somewhere, Grooming, or even Gone. This is 

when the peaceful herd dynamic that horses desire most starts to emerge. 

Luckily for us, horses seem to be impressed when humans figure out to extend 

their knuckles in one “Hello” touch, and they are happy to welcome us into their 

world even without the entire formal Greeting Ritual. However, when a person can 

perform the whole Greeting Ritual, there is so much information exchanged that both 

parties will feel a much more intimate and intense understanding of each other. 

Conversation: Greeting Ritual 

 Knuckle Touch to the horse’s Greeting Button to say, “Hello,” followed by an 

obvious turn to the side to see if the horse will Copycat your movement and offer to 

be your follower (figs. 3.2 A & B). The Knuckle Touch should be made with your hand 

in a soft fist, knuckles up.
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3.2 A–F First 
Knuckle Touch: A 
cautious, “Hello,” 
staying mindful 
of our Bubbles of 
Personal Space (A). 
Copycat: I offer to 
lead; Vati cocks an 
ear in that direction 
(B). Second Knuckle 
Touch: A more 
comfortable touch 
as we are “getting 
to know” each other. 
Vati offers to sniff my 
hand and begins to 
cock her ear to the 
side (C). Copycat 
again: Vati keeps 
sniffing my hand as 
I look again to the 
side, indicating she 
is trusting me more 
(D). Third Knuckle 
Touch: We breathe 
softly at each 
other… (E) …and 
then ask, “What’s 
next?” (F).

A B

C D

E F
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3step

 A second Knuckle Touch to say, “Getting to 

know you!” followed by one more turn to the side 

to confirm the horse will offer to follow you (figs. 

3.2 C & D). 

 A third Knuckle Touch to say, “What’s next?” 

with soft breathing. This could lead to you going 

somewhere together, grooming, or separat-

ing peacefully (figs. 3.2 E & F). The third touch 

is where the next level of Conversation begins. 

This is where some inherent differences in what 

humans and horses value can lead to misinter-

pretations of actions (figs. 3.3 A & B). Horses 

value space more than touch, but we value touch 

more than space (at least with animals).

ROCKING TOGETHER

No doubt, you’ve seen horse friends express con-

nection with each other by grooming each other 

with a rhythmic toothy scratching of each other’s 

withers and back. We are going to discuss 

Grooming at greater length later in the book (see 

p. 91) but for now you should know that a horse 

may invite Grooming from a human by lingering 

at the third Knuckle Touch in the Greeting Ritual. 

When this happens, naturally reach to scratch 

the withers area. I recommend placing your 

other hand, knuckles up, below the horse’s muzzle so he has something to target 

if he feels like lipping you in return. 

When you watch two horses scratching each other’s withers with their teeth, 

you will see them rocking together slightly. There is a sweet Conversation you 

can mimic—I call it Rock the Baby. It takes advantage of this friendly area just 

where the withers slope toward the horse’s back—the Grooming Button (see p. 

39). If you are comfortable in your relationship, you can Rock the Baby on the 

horse’s withers while he is at liberty in his stall or pasture. Later, we will discuss 

doing it with a halter and lead rope (see p. 79).

3.3 A & B 
Some horses 
naturally enjoy 
friendly touch (A). 
Others are more 
reserved about 
touch—horses 
value space over 
touch (B).

A

B
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Conversation: Rock the Baby 

 Stand with Inner Zero (see p. 8) at the horse’s girth line, facing the same direc-

tion your horse is looking. 

 Place your hand closest to the horse across his withers. 

 Now slowly shift your weight from one foot to the other. Start connecting your 

shift to your in-breath and out-breath. 

 With your hand, feel the effect you are having on the horse’s body. You’ll begin 

to feel his weight shift from one front leg to the other. You can begin to quietly 

encourage his internal “rock”: Slightly increase your movement, perhaps by swing-

ing your hips slightly with your weight shift. The idea is not to forcibly rock him but 

to let him join in the movement if he wishes. 

The Rock the Baby Conversation connects your horse’s sense of balance to your 

own. Anytime you foster balance with your horse you create mutual balance. When 

you create physical well-being (via balance) with a horse, you are also creating 

emotional well-being. 

I must note that many horses will choose Going 

Somewhere rather than Grooming directly following 

the Greeting Ritual, so we are going to explore that “G” 

in more detail first (see p. 57). However, we as humans 

who crave touch usually want to put our hands on our 

horses as soon as possible. If we can delay our need for 

physical comfort and follow the horses’ protocol, we will 

create a deep sense of trust in our horses. Even a horse 

who seems to want touch, who is either conditioned to be 

used to it or comes across like a sort of giant puppy, rub-

bing his head all over you, will benefit from your restraint 

and from following the Going Somewhere part of the 

ritual first. The reason is simple: Establishing who leads 

whom, and who follows whom is more essential to our 

mutual trust and safety and will generate more authentic 

affection from the horse than touch. He will enjoy your 

clarity of purpose. 
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Luckily, the Going Somewhere part of the Four Gs of Horse 

Speak can be enacted simply, painlessly, and with great effec-

tiveness—even across a fence or over a stall door.

GOING SOMEWHERE PART ONE

Go Away Face Button and Play Button
There is a Button toward the back of the horse’s cheek, which 

I call the Go Away Face Button (see p. 37). Horses use this 

Button by either indicating toward it in the air or by directly 

nudging it. This is one of the first Buttons “Momma” would 

have taught her newborn foal. As we discussed in Step 1, In 

Horse Speak, this Button simply means, “Move your face away 

from my Bubble of Personal Space.” Since horses have such 

long necks, it is not always necessary for a horse to move completely away from the 

spot he is standing in order to give another horse space. By simply yielding his face 

to the side, he can give adequate room for another horse to feel respected. 

You can see this “bubble dance” around horses’ faces at the water tank, over 

a pile of hay being shared, or in manmade situations, such as when horses are in 

harness together or tied near each other. In these scenarios it may not be feasible 

or possible for horses to actually move away from each other completely, so simply 

yielding head space is enough to keep the peace. 

STEP 4

  Going 
Somewhere

Keys to 
Horse Speak: Step 4
Go Away Face Button (p. 57)
Play Button (p. 58)
Scanning the Horizon (p. 59)
Sentry (p. 60)
The Forehand (p. 62)
Don’t Pick Up/Pick Up Feet (p. 63)
The Mid-Neck Button (p. 64)
Move Your Feet Over (p. 65)
“O” Posture (p. 66)
“X” Posture (p. 68)
Core Energy (p. 68)
Blocking Forward Movement (p. 70)
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4.1 A & B 
Often it is not nec-
essary to physi-
cally push the Go 
Away Face Button 
(A), simply pointing 
at the Button is 
enough (B).

4.2  Rocky curls 
his lip playfully as I 
touch the Play But-
ton. People often 
push here when 
trying to get a horse 
out of their space—
which sends mixed 
messages to the 
horse.

For our purposes, knowing about this Button is key to gaining a horse’s respect 

for our own Bubble of Personal Space, without necessarily requiring him to use 

his feet and step away. Since this is a Button that all horses use, and its use is in 

context with a calmer space-claiming request, including it in Horse Speak taps into 

the horse’s innate sense of calm Conversation. 

The first step to asking a horse to engage in Going Somewhere is to simply use 

the Go Away Face Button and request that he move his face to the side, giving your 

Bubble more space (figs. 4.1 A & B).

Interestingly, horses that tend to be “space invaders” often have their muzzles 

or noses pushed away by their handlers (sometimes with a lot of force). However, 

the area between the mouth and the cheek bone, right 

above where the bit ring sits, is the Play Button (p. 36)! 

Horses will nudge and nip at each other’s noses and 

muzzles to indicate they want to play, and so touching 

there indicates it is perfectly fine for them to invade 

your Bubble of Personal Space (fig. 4.2).

This major misunderstanding between our two spe-

cies causes much frustration and even head-shyness in 

our horses. By pushing on the Play Button but intend-

ing to send the horse’s face away, we end up frustrated 

with a horse that is doing exactly what we said he could 

do—invade our bubble and play games with us. 

A B
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4step

Aim your hand higher up on his cheek, directly under his eye, and use a firm 

finger when you push the Go Away Face Button. This will get excellent results 

because the horse will understand what this means: move his face over and keep it 

away from your bubble. When your horse is used to putting his face in your space, 

you will have to reinforce this Button several times before he understands that you 

mean for him to give you space permanently. In contrast, if you push on the side of 

his mouth or nose, you will see that he swings his face into your bubble very soon 

after, ready to play.

 In some cases, a horse may be very defensive and pin his ears when you ask 

him to move his face away. If this happens, keep your distance for your own safety, 

and use a crop with a soft end or a light item that swings, such as some baling 

twine, toward the Go Away Face Button from a reasonable distance. As soon as 

your horse moves his head a little bit away, go to Zero and leave. If a horse is this 

defensive, there are reasons. You do not want to enter into a pushing contest with 

a defensive horse, and you do not need to come at this phase with an improper 

attitude of needing to win, prove you’re boss, or any other aggressive feelings. He 

is already defensive, so it won’t help to make him more defensive. Remind your-

self that you are emulating his mother’s first nudge, and that this Button is so 

engrained in Horse Speak that it has its own powerful meaning to him. 

I have had incredible success with even violently defensive horses by staying at 

Zero and repeating my request at regular intervals after the “Hello” Knuckle Touch. 

As long as you thank him for complying in any way, let it go and walk away once he 

has made even the smallest try, this Button works miracles. The reason it can be 

so transformative is simple: you are not asking for any other parts of his body to 

yield space, you are quitting fast and returning to Zero, which imitates how horses 

make requests. You are also using a very intimate Button in Horse Speak. Remem-

ber, this is the Button horses use for low-impact, calm Conversation in most cases. 

This Button builds both trust and respect with very little effort on either side of 

the fence, and it will convince the horse that you are indeed trying to talk to him in 

Horse Speak. 

Scanning the Horizon and Sentry
Before you are ready to move the horse’s front feet over and begin the ritual of Going 

Somewhere with the forehand, you need to advance the Copycat game we learned 

about in the Greeting Ritual (see p. 53) to the next level. Horses use a gesture I call 

Scanning the Horizon. This simply means that the Alpha horses will look far and wide 

on occasion and decide if there are threats or not (fig. 4.3). At regular intervals in the 
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day, or anytime there is a disturbance, herd leaders will lift their heads high, stop 

chewing, perk their ears up, and sniff deeply. When one horse wants to encourage 

another to follow him or wants to reassure another horse that he is safe and all is 

well, the leader will Scan the Horizon for no real reason other than to prove to the 

“weaker” member of the herd that he is looking out for everyone, and should be lis-

tened to. If all is clear, the horse simply lowers his head and returns to eating, often 

with a nose-clearing snort, which I’ll discuss next.

The advanced stage of Scanning the Horizon includes the act of Sentry. Usually 

one horse plays Sentry in a herd. This is the singular animal that makes the decision 

to run or not. The Sentry will often be more 

dramatic in his assessment of the environment 

and include a loud blow through the nose in the 

direction of any disturbance—the Sentry Breath 

(see p. 27). The loud blow happens for a few 

reasons: First, this clears the nose of debris 

so the horse can get a better sniff of whatever 

is out there; second, the sound is startling to 

hear and causes the other horses to look up 

and pay attention while warning the potential 

threat that the Sentry is on to them. 

We’ve already talked about the Sentry 

Breath in this book—“blowing away the bogey-

man,” as I call it. Making a loud blowing sound 

in the direction a horse is spooking at (and you 

may never know what it was the horse saw 

or smelled, so just assume that horse-eating 

squirrels are loose again!) causes the horse to 

believe you are alert to the environment and 

watching out for his well-being. (I have actu-

ally had horses at liberty come hide behind me after I blew away their bogeymen.) 

After a horse blows the Sentry Breath, if all is clear, he will visibly relax by lower-

ing his head, Licking and Chewing (see p. 42)—this tells the herd that everything’s 

fine. When you blow a Sentry Breath, you will need to return to Zero, too, and even 

pretend to chew gum to tell your horse that all is clear. 

Scanning the Horizon and Sentry Breath are important to know about before 

you enter into the Going Somewhere ritual with a horse because staying safe is 

what horses value and are concerned about. A great deal of what horses talk about 

4.3  Rocky Scans 
the Horizon to 
show Vati he is 
looking out for her.
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